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The unbreaking heart of rockhopper
penguins
Here's one for you: What's black and white and true-blue all over? Need a hint? It has red
eyes and pink feet, and, according to a study just published, is remarkably faithful to its
mate...

The answer is the southern rockhopper penguin!

A group of southern rockhopper moms and dads were hundreds - in one case thousands - of
kilometers away from each other when not making babies, says a new study out Wednesday.

Yet when the birds returned home to New Island off the coast of Argentina they managed to find each
other and mate, according to findings published in the prestigious Biology Letters journal.

"In these extremely faithful animals - the pair bonds for breeding may last all life long in this species -
the partners may actually be separated by hundreds to thousands of kilometers at sea," researcher
Jean-Baptiste Thiebot said.

In it for the long haul

The scientists decided to follow the penguins by clipping lightweight sensors to 20 birds - 10 couples -
which tracked their movements during their roughly six-month separations.

Seven pairs made it home and rekindled their relationships, while two birds came back solo.

Not all penguins are the same
We don't know how faithful these Galapagos penguins are to each other. But we now know that rockhopper
penguins are monogamous, even when they are thousands of miles away from their loved ones. Researchers
used tiny transmitters to follow the birds around. Even after being separated by thousands of miles, the love
birds found each other once again to mate some more.

The early male bird catches the female
Around 90 percent of all birds are socially monogamous - but no more than ten percent also exercise chastity
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Researchers surmised the remaining penguins from their study either died at sea or moved away.

The data from the sensors showed the penguins generally stayed hundreds of kilometers apart as they
feasted in the ocean.

However, researchers found one case where a couple had nearly 2,500 kilometers between them.

When the birds finally got back together they promptly turned into homebodies, with most of their
time spent at the nest.

It led researchers to note that birds like Emperor penguins, which do not build a home together, are
less likely to be monogamous.

"Penguins may use the same nest site or nesting area to breed every year, over and over again,"
Thiebot said. "This probably helps the two partners to meet up ashore at a known place."

Emperor penguins are much bigger, and much more prone to sleep around

No beating around the ice

Once back on land in October after a half year at sea, the penguins got straight to the business of
mating, egg-laying and incubation, all of which kept them busy for about a month.

There was no lingering over the kids here, as the rearing of the chicks took up another roughly 70 days
before the parents split up in April.

Given the risk the animals could lose each other for good by going their separate ways in the wild, the
researchers wanted to see if the creatures would make an effort to stay close together outside breeding
season.

"Divorce" happens among the penguins, but it is rare to find two ex-partners breeding with somebody
new, Thiebot said.
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Evolution's curse: why men cheat
It's an age old question: why do some men cheat on their partners? A psychologist thinks he has an answer - or
more precisely 27 of them. (02.06.2014)  

What birds are monogamous?   

outside the partnership. Bluetit females, for example, like to leave the nest in the early morning - while the
male is still asleep - for a quicky in the neighborhood. If there's a male already up and singing, his chances for
a brief affair are quite good.

Till death do swans part?
Swans form lifelong bonds. The males defend their nests with vigor. But the bird, which stands as a symbol for
love and fidelity, also often has "extramarital" affairs. This is good for the gene pool of the birds. And the
females make sure that all the eggs are fertilized.

Breeding as a common task
Swans belong to the family of geese. Almost all geese are socially monogamous. But unlike the Swans, most
geese do not share the task of building nests together. That is work for the females. Therefore, both care for
the ducklings - regardless if they carry the father's genes.
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Worst-case scenario for sea
level rise: No more New
York, Berlin or Shanghai
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A new study shows that if we were
to burn all the Earth's fossil fuels,
the Antarctic ice sheet would melt.
That would trigger massive sea
level rise - with dramatic
consequences for humanity.
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Homo naledi: Scientific
sensation or just a big
show? 14.09.2015

The public was extremely excited
about the discovery of a new
species of ancient human. The
presentation of his bones became a
major media event. But an
anthropologist told DW a bit of
scepticism is called for.
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Infidelity in a swarm
Most parrots live in large swarms, because that provides protection for the birds. Inside the swarm, the
parrots form lifelong monogamous partnerships. But here, too, an affair is always possible.

Male storks are well prepared
The male stork arrives several days before the female does at its traditional nesting place, which the
monogamous couple returns to - for well over a decade. Then the male prepares the nest. Only after the
preparations will the female arrive. Because storks are usually not in great flocks, an affair is less likely than
with other birds.
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